The evaluation of machine learning (ML) pipelines is essential during automatic ML pipeline composition and optimisation. The previous methods such as Bayesian-based and genetic-based optimisation, which are implemented in Auto-Weka, Auto-sklearn and TPOT, evaluate pipelines by executing them. Therefore, the pipeline composition and optimisation of these methods requires a tremendous amount of time that prevents them from exploring complex pipelines to find better predictive models. To further explore this research challenge, we have conducted experiments showing that many of the generated pipelines are invalid, and it is unnecessary to execute them to find out whether they are good pipelines. To address this issue, we propose a novel method to evaluate the validity of ML pipelines using a surrogate model (AVATAR). The AVATAR enables to accelerate automatic ML pipeline composition and optimisation by quickly ignoring invalid pipelines. Our experiments show that the AVATAR is more efficient in evaluating complex pipelines in comparison with the traditional evaluation approaches requiring their execution.
Introduction
Automatic machine learning (AutoML) has been studied to automate the process of data analytics to collect and integrate data, compose and optimise ML pipelines, and deploy and maintain predictive models [1, 2, 3] . Although many existing studies proposed methods to tackle the problem of pipeline composition and optimisation [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , these methods have two main drawbacks. Firstly, the pipelines' structures, which define the executed order of the pipeline components, use fixed templates [2, 5] . Although using fixed structures can reduce the number of invalid pipelines during the composition and optimisation, these approaches limit the exploration of promising pipelines which may have a variety of structures. Secondly, while evolutionary algorithms based methods [4] enable the randomness of the pipelines' structure using the concept of evolution, this randomness tends to construct more invalid pipelines than valid ones. Besides, the search spaces of the pipelines' structures and hyperparameters of the pipelines' components expand significantly. Therefore, the existing approaches tend to be inefficient as they often attempt to evaluate invalid pipelines. There are several attempts to reduce the randomness of pipeline construction by using context-free grammars [8, 9] or AI planning to guide the construction of pipelines [6, 7] . Nevertheless, all of these methods evaluate the validity of a pipeline by executing them (T-method). After executing a pipeline, if the result is a predictive model, the T-method evaluates the pipeline to be valid; otherwise it is invalid. If a pipeline is complex, the complexity of preprocessing/predictor components within the pipeline is high, or the size of the dataset is large, the evaluation of the pipeline is expensive. Consequently, the optimisation will require a significant time budget to find well-performing pipelines.
To address this issue, we propose the AVATAR to evaluate ML pipelines using their surrogate models. The AVATAR transforms a pipeline to its surrogate model and evaluates it instead of executing the original pipeline. We use the business process model and notation (BPMN) [10] to represent ML pipelines. BPMN was invented for the purposes of a graphical representation of business processes, as well as a description of resources for process execution. In addition, BPMN simplifies the understanding of business activities and interpretation of behaviours of ML pipelines. The ML pipelines' components use the Weka libraries 1 for ML algorithms. The evaluation of the surrogate models requires a knowledge base which is generated from many synthetic datasets. To this end, this paper has two main contributions:
-We conduct experiments on current state-of-the-art AutoML tools to show that the construction of invalid pipelines during the pipeline composition and optimisation may lead to bad performance. -We propose the AVATAR to accelerate the automatic pipeline composition and optimisation by evaluating pipelines using a surrogate model. This paper is divided into five sections. After the Introduction, Section 2 reviews previous approaches to representing and evaluating ML pipelines in the context of AutoML. Section 3 presents the AVATAR to evaluate ML pipelines. Section 4 presents experiments to motivate our research and prove the efficiency of the proposed method. Finally, Section 5 concludes this study.
Related Work
Salvador et al. [2] proposed an automatic pipeline composition and optimisation method of multicomponent predictive systems (MCPS) to deal with the problem of combined algorithm selection and hyperparameter optimisation (CASH). This proposed method is implemented in the tool AutoWeka4MCPS [2] developed on top of Auto-Weka 0.5 [11] . The pipelines, which are generated by Au-toWeka4MCPS, are represented using Petri nets [12] . A Petri net is a mathematical modelling language used to represent pipelines [2] as well as data service compositions [13] . The main idea of Petri nets is to represent transitions of states of a system. Although it is not clearly mentioned in these previous works [4, 5, 6, 7] , directed acyclic graph (DAG) is often used to model sequential pipelines in the methods/tools such as AutoWeka4MCPS [14] , ML-Plan [6] , P4ML [7] , TPOT [4] and Auto-sklearn [5] . DAG is a type of graph that has connected vertexes, and the connections of vertexes have only one direction [15] . In addition, a DAG does not allow any directed loop. It means that it is a topological ordering. ML-Plan generates sequential workflows consisting of ML components. Thus, the workflows are a type of DAG. The final output of P4ML is a pipeline which is constructed by making an ensemble of other pipelines. Auto-sklearn generates fixed-length sequential pipelines consisting of scikit-learn components. TPOT construct pipelines consisting of multiple preprocessing sub-pipelines. The authors claim that the representation of the pipelines is a tree-based structure. However, a tree-based structure always starts with a root node and ends with many leaf nodes, but the output of a TPOT's pipeline is a single predictive model. Therefore, the representation of TPOT pipeline is more like a DAG. P4ML uses a tree-based structure to make a multi-layer ensemble. This treebased structure can be specialised into a DAG. The reason is that the execution of these pipelines will start from leaf nodes and end at root nodes where the construction of the ensembles are completed. It means that the control flows of these pipelines have one direction, or they are topologically ordered. Using a DAG to model an ML pipeline makes it easy to understand by humans as DAGs facilitate visualisation and interpretation of the control flow. However, DAGs do not model inputs/outputs (i.e. possibly datasets, output predictive models, parameters and hyperparameters of components) between vertexes. Therefore, the existing studies use ad-hoc approaches and make assumptions about data inputs/outputs of the pipelines' components.
Although AutoWeka4MCPS, ML-Plan, P4ML, TPOT and Auto-sklearn evaluate pipelines by executing them, these methods have strategies to limit the generation of invalid pipelines. Auto-sklearn uses a fixed pipeline template including preprocessing, predictor and ensemble components. AutoWeka4MCPS also uses a fixed pipeline template consisting of six components. TPOT, ML-Plan and P4ML use grammars/ primitive catalogues, which are designed manually, to guide the construction of pipelines. Although these approaches can reduce the number of invalid pipelines, our experiments showed that the wasted time used to evaluate the invalid pipelines is significant. Moreover, using fixed templates, grammars and primitive catalogues reduce search spaces of potential pipelines, which is a drawback during pipeline composition and optimisation.
Evaluation of ML Pipelines Using Surrogate Models
Because the evaluation of ML pipelines is expensive in certain cases (i.e., complex pipelines, high complexity pipeline's components and large datasets) in the context of AutoML, we propose the AVATAR 2 to speed up the process by eval-uating their surrogate pipelines. The main idea of the AVATAR is to expand the purpose and representation of MCPS introduced in [12] . The AVATAR uses a surrogate model in the form of a Petri net. This surrogate pipeline keeps the structure of the original pipeline, replaces the datasets in the form of data matrices (i.e., components' input/output simplified mappings) by the matrices of transformed-features, and the ML algorithms by transition functions to calculate the output from the input tokens (i.e., the matrices of transformed-features). Because of the simplicity of the surrogate pipelines in terms of the size of the tokens and the simplicity of the transition functions, the evaluation of these pipelines is substantially less expensive than the original ones. We define transformed-features as the features, which represent dataset's characteristics. These characteristics can be changed because of the transformations of this dataset by ML algorithms. Table 1 describes the transformedfeatures used for the knowledge base. We select these transformed-features because the capabilities of a ML algorithm to work with a dataset depend on these transformed-features. These transformed-features are extended from the capabilities of Weka algorithms 3 .
The AVATAR knowledge base
The purpose of the AVATAR knowledge base is for describing the logic of transition functions of the surrogate pipelines. The logic includes the capabilities and effects of ML algorithms (i.e., pipeline components).
The capabilities are used to verify whether an algorithm is compatible to work with a dataset or not. For example, whether the linear regression algorithm can work with missing value and numeric attributes or not? The capabilities have a list of transformed-features. The value of each capability-related transformedfeature is either 0 (i.e., the algorithm can not work with the dataset which has this transformed-feature) or 1 (i.e., the algorithm can work with the dataset which has this transformed-feature). Based on the capabilities, we can determine which components of a pipeline (i.e., ML algorithms) are not able to process specific transformed-features of a dataset.
The effects describe data transformations. Similar to the capabilities, the effects have a list of transformed-features. Each effect-related transformed-feature can have three values, 0 (i.e., do not transform this transformed-feature), 1 (i.e., transform one or more attributes/classes to this transformed-feature), or -1 (i.e., disable the effect of this transformed-feature on one or more attributes/classes). To generate the AVATAR knowledge base 4 , we have to use synthetic datasets 5 to minimise the number of active transformed-features in each dataset to evaluate which and how transformed-features impact on the capabilities and effects of ML algorithms 6 . Real-world datasets usually have many active transformedfeatures that make them not suitable for our purpose. We minimise the number of available transformed-features in each synthetic dataset so that the knowledge base can be applicable in a variety of pipelines and datasets. Figure 1 presents the algorithm to generate the AVATAR knowledge base. This algorithm has four main stages:
1. Initialisation: The first stage initialises all transformed-features in the capabilities and effects to 0. 2. Execution: Run ML algorithms with every synthetic dataset and get outputs (i.e., output datasets or predictive models). 3. Find capabilities: If the execution is successful, we set the active transformedfeatures of the input dataset for the ones in the capabilities. 4. Find effects: If an algorithm is a predictor/transformed-predictor, we set PREDICTIVE MODEL for its effects. If the algorithm is a filter and its current value is a default value, we set this effect-related transformed-feature equal the difference of the values of this transformed-feature of the output and input dataset.
Evaluation of ML pipelines
The AVATAR evaluates a ML pipeline by mapping it to its surrogate pipeline and evaluating this surrogate pipeline. BPMN is the most promising method to represent an ML pipeline. The reasons are that a BPMN-based ML pipeline can be executable, has a better interpretation of the pipeline in terms of control, data flows and resources for execution, as well as integrates into existing business processes as a subprocess. Moreover, we claim that a Petri net is the most promising method to represent a surrogate pipeline. The reason is that it is fast to verify the validity of a Petri net based simplified ML pipeline. Activity7 weka.filters. unsupervised.attribute. EMImputation
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Experiments
To investigate the impact of invalid pipelines on ML pipeline composition and optimisation, we have first conducted a series of experiments with current stateof-the-art AutoML tools. After that, we have conducted the experiments to compare the performance of the AVATAR and the existing methods. Table 2 summarises characteristics of datasets 7 used for experiments. We use these datasets because they were used in previous studies [2, 4, 5] . The AutoML tools used for the experiments are AutoWeka4MCPS [2] and Auto-sklearn [5] . These tools are selected because their abilities to construct and optimise hyperparameters of complex ML pipelines have been empirically proven to be effective in a number of previous studies [2, 5, 16] . However, these previous experiments had not investigated the negative impact of the evaluation of invalid pipelines on the quality of the pipeline composition and optimisation yet. This is the goal of our first set of experiments. In the second set of experiments, we show that the AVATAR can significantly reduce the evaluation time of ML pipelines.
Experimental settings

Experiments to investigate the impact of invalid pipelines
To investigate the impact of invalid pipelines, we use five iterations (Iter) for the first set of experiments. We run these experiments on AWS EC2 t3a.small virtual machines which have 2 vCPU and 2GB memory. Each iteration uses a different seed number. We set the time budget to 1 hour and the memory to 1GB. We evaluate the pipelines produced by the AutoML tools using three criteria: (1) the number of invalid/valid pipelines, (2) the total evaluation time Table 3 and 4 present negative impacts of invalid pipelines in ML pipeline composition and optimisation of AutoWeka4MCPS and Auto-sklearn using the above criteria. These tables show that not all of constructed pipelines are valid. Because AutoWeka4MCPS can compose pipelines which have up to six components, it is more likely to generate invalid pipelines and the evaluation time of these invalid pipelines are significant. For example, the wasted evaluation time is 97.98% in the case of using the dataset car and Iter 5. We can see that changing the different random iterations has a strong impact on the wasted evaluation time in the case of AutoWeka4MCPS. For example, the experiments with the dataset abalone show that the wasted evaluation time is in the range between 0.66% and 92.87%. The reason is that Weka libraries them-self can evaluate the compatibility of a single component pipeline without execution. If the initialisation of the pipeline composition and optimisation with a specific seed number results in pipelines consisting of only one predictor, and these pipelines are well-performing, it tends to exploit similar ML pipelines. As a result, the wasted evaluation time is low. However, this impact is negligible in the case of Auto-sklearn. The reason is that Auto-sklearn uses meta-learning to initialise with promising ML pipelines. The experiments with the datasets abalone, car and gcredit show that Auto-sklearn limits the generation of invalid pipelines by making assumption about cleaned input datasets, because the experiments crash if the input datasets have multiple attribute types. It means that Auto-sklearn can not handle invalid pipelines effectively. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the AVATAR, we have conducted a second set of experiments. We run these experiments on a machine with an Intel core i7-8650U CPU and 16GB memory. We compare the performance of the AVATAR and the T-method that requires the executions of pipelines. The T-method is used to evaluate the validity of pipelines in the pipeline composition and optimisation of AutoWeka4MCPS and Auto-sklearn. We randomly generate ML pipelines which have up to six components (i.e., these component types are missing value handling, dimensionality reduction, outlier removal, data transformation, data sampling and predictor). The predictor is put at the end of the pipelines because a valid pipeline always has a predictor at the end. Each pipeline is evaluated by the AVATAR and the T-method. We set the time budget to 12 hours per dataset. We use the following criteria to compare the performance: the number of invalid/ valid pipelines, the total evaluation time of invalid/ valid pipelines (seconds), the number of pipelines that have the same evaluated results between the AVATAR and the T-method, and the percentage of the pipelines that the AVATAR can validate accurately (%) in comparison to the T-method. Table 5 compares the performance of the AVATAR and the T-method using the above criteria. We can see that the total evaluation time of invalid/valid pipelines of the AVATAR is significantly lower than the T-method. While the evaluation time of pipelines of the AVATAR is quite stable, the evaluation time of pipelines of the T-method is much higher and depends on the size of the datasets. It means that the AVATAR is faster than the T-method in evaluating both invalid and valid pipelines regardless of the size of datasets. Moreover, we can see that the accuracy of the AVATAR is approximately 99% in comparison with the T-method. We have carefully reviewed the pipelines which have different evaluated results between the AVATAR and the T-method. Interestingly, the AVATAR evaluates all of these pipelines to be valid and vice versa in the case of the T-method. The reason is that executions of these pipelines cause the out of memory problem. In other words, the AVATAR does not consider the allocated memory as an impact on the validity of a pipeline. A promising solution is to reduce the size of an input dataset by adding a sampling component with appropriate hyperparameters. If the sampling size is too small, we may miss important features. If the sampling size is large, we may continue to run into the problem of out of memory. We cannot conclude that if we allocate more memory, whether the executions of these pipelines would be successful or not. It proves that the validity of a pipeline also depends on its execution environment such as memory. These factors have not been considered yet in the AVATAR. This is an interesting research gap that should be addressed in the future. Table 6 . Five invalid pipelines with the longest evaluation time using the T-method on the gcredit dataset.
Experiments to compare the performance of AVATAR and the existing methods
#5 T-method (s) 11.092 11.068 11.067 11.067 11.066 AVATAR (s) 0.014 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.011
Finally, we take a detailed look at the invalid pipelines with the longest evaluation time using the T-method on the gcredit dataset, as shown in Table 6 . Pipeline #1 (11.092 s) has the structure ReplaceMissingValues → PeriodicSampling → NumericToNominal → PrincipalComponents → SMOreg. This pipeline is invalid because SMOreg does not work with nominal classes, and there is no component transforming the nominal to numeric data. We can see that the AVATAR is able to evaluate the validity of this pipeline without executing it in just 0.014 s.
Conclusion
We empirically demonstrate the problem of generation of invalid pipelines during pipeline composition and optimisation. We propose the AVATAR which is a pipeline evaluation method using a surrogate model. The AVATAR can be used to accelerate pipeline composition and optimisation methods by quickly ignoring invalid pipelines to improve the effectiveness of the AutoML optimisation process. In future, we will improve the AVATAR to evaluate pipelines' quality besides their validity. Moreover, we will investigate how to employ the AVATAR to reduce search spaces dynamically.
